Horsin’ Around
A BoJack Horseman Packet by David Bass
1. One animal of this type got a gun both “just now” and “originally” from “that barrel.” A case involving
one of these animals prompts an argument over the difference between a “loose cannon” and a “reckless
renegade.” BoJack complains, “Why put the ‘Skip Ad’ button so late?” after watching an advertisement
featuring these animals, and gets a favor from Drew Barrymore to adopt one of these animals. Todd lies to the
police about one of these animals being his (*) wife, who is ridiculed for not choosing Vivaldi as her favorite
Baroque composer and can only say words starting with the letter “B.” Irving Jannings encourages Diane to help
one of these animals, and before liberating a number of these animals, Diane says, “They’re all Becca.” For 10
points, name these animals farmed and slaughtered by their own kind at Gentle Farms, a titular type of poultry.
ANSWER: chickens
2. This character complains, “They’re all just holes to the ocean, lady,” and has a conversation with BoJack
expressing hatred for the phrase “Here’s the thing.” Henry Winkler hides a manuscript written by this
character who is cared for by the same nurse as Beatrice Horseman. This character offers another character
a knife “left in my back 20 years ago,” and asks “How’d we get so far apart?” while looking (*) backwards
through a titular telescope. This character dates Charlotte Moore before she goes to Maine and paints a white-out
outline of BoJack Horseman on the wall of The Laugh Shack. Angela Diaz persuades BoJack to betray this character
after he is found out to be gay, and this character later dies of rectal cancer. For 10 points, name this creator of
Horsin’ Around, BoJack’s best friend in the ‘90s.
ANSWER: Herb Kazzaz [accept either underlined portion]
3. A marquee sign in a video made to accompany this work reads “CHICAGO: OPENING NIGHT,” while
another scene in that video shows a successful minigolf putt travel between a girl’s legs. This work declares
that “Every new day is a dream” before describing a group as “lost and now we’re found.” That group in this
work is introduced as (*) “one, two, three” and “without a home or a family tree.” This work states that “We’re
laughin’ and learnin’ and lovin’ a lot” and quotes a character as saying “Live with me” to a group of orphans. For 10
points, name this song in which The Horse provides three orphans with “a new family,” created to introduce a
television show from the ‘90s starring BoJack Horseman.
ANSWER: the Horsin' Around Theme song [prompt on partial answer]
4. Description acceptable. This substance is first shown in a close-up of an ashtray and is last shown on a
bridge as Diane says, “my day was good.” BoJack fights a bird with multiple layers of faces while this
substance appears in family portraits, and that bird later gets entangled in this substance. Vomit consisting of
this substance is said to be “from swimming earlier.” This substance consumes (*) Herb Kazzaz after he reveals
“there is no other side” and it fills a standalone doorway on a stage. This substance causes BoJack to hold a bucket
over his head as it drips onto his head while he is seated at dinner in front of a plate of pills. For 10 points, name this
amorphous black substance featured in the penultimate episode of BoJack Horseman.
ANSWER: the black goo in “The View From Halfway Down” [accept equivalents like slime]
5. Characters in one of these locations are told to “have an opinion about the return of Ejlert Lovborg,” and
two other characters in one of these locations simultaneously joke, “Buy a guy a drink first!” Todd jokes
about acting like Anne Frank in one of these locations, outside of which Margo Martindale complains about
having to wait for two minutes to be picked up. BoJack directs a production of (*) Hedda Gabler in one of
these locations. Todd meets Klaus in one of these locations, making him feel like “the belle of the ball,” and escapes

getting curb stomped in one of these locations when a helicopter crashes into it. For 10 points, name this type of
location where Todd joins the Aryan Nation and Margo Martindale frequents after committing crimes.
ANSWER: prisons [accept equivalents]
6. A character in this season of BoJack Horseman falls in love after being asked “Is that name supposed to
mean something to me?” Kevin claims to have thrown a bowling ball out of a window in an episode of this
season in which Todd faces a moral dilemma about updating a phone in love. In this season, a cease and desist
order fails because of an extra “i” in a document, and BoJack exclaims “slap my salami this guy’s a (*)
commie” before being shamed for outing a Soviet spy. Todd operates “The Happiest Place on Urf,” Disneyland, in
this season, in which he also gets stuck in an improv cult. Corduroy Jackson-Jackson dies of autoerotic asphyxiation
and Princess Carolyn breaks up with Vincent Adultman in this season. For 10 points, BoJack has a relationship with
Wanda and films Secretariat in which season?
ANSWER: Season 2 [accept mathematical expressions that evaluate to 2]
7. A reaction of one character of this species causes Todd to exclaim, “My hooray was premature!” and then
say, “Get into the car, everyone.” Characters of this species are appalled at the usage of the term “hooba
hooba” as opposed to “hubba hubba.” Two characters of this species break a family heirloom after one of
them gets “dressed like a dumb loser” to imitate the other. One character of this species is introduced after
she is assigned to investigate “A cotton candy nightmare of Freudian invention that shakes one to the core,”
(*) clown dentists, while another character of this species is the author of Depth and Girth. A family of this species,
the Buenaventuras, owns “family lube” and includes the twin sister Mindy, who vengefully tries to seduce Todd. For
10 points, name this species of Yolanda, Todd’s asexual girlfriend, and the star of the adult film Ass-olotl.
ANSWER: axolotl [or Ambystoma mexicanum; prompt on salamander]
8. A location named for this concept lies between a Barks & Nibbles and a sunglasses store. In the episode
“Later,” Mr. Peanutbutter describes this concept as “the kind of idea that wins Golden Globes,” and later
presents this concept to BoJack using a pie chart nonsensically correlating suicide to stores partially named
for this concept. Jimmy Fallon gets hit by a bus in front of a store named for this concept, which Andrew
Garfield describes as (*) “fiendishly droll” before falling because that store named for this concept does not have a
floor. Todd and Mr. Peanutbutter own that store named for this concept, which they describe as “for the rest of us!”
but they eventually abandon their investment in this concept in favor of Smoodies. For 10 points, name this concept
that celebrates a spooky holiday in a month other than October.
ANSWER: Halloween in January [prompt on Halloween]
9. A headline about these objects suggests that they “May Increase Female Fertility.” Lenny Turteltaub
suggests using footage from a movie lacking these objects as an H&M commercial. Another article about
these objects states “If you’re a man, you’re not gonna get it.” Diane is introduced to these objects after being
greeted with “Konichiwa” and called “Princess Mulan” outside a restaurant. Diane gets free (*) Red Vines
because of one of these objects, which appear on a wall display labelled “Portnoy’s Toys.” Bach’s “Cello Suite No.
1” plays before Diane whispers “Whoa” in response to using one of these objects for the first time, which later get
banned by the all-male California legislature after Diane gives a speech concluding “or you can just ban all” of these
objects. For 10 points, name these weapons central to Diane’s storyline in “Thoughts and Prayers.”
ANSWER: guns [accept equivalents]
10. This work proclaims the artist’s desire to perform the title action “always” as opposed to “sometimes.”
Immediately before the premier of this work, a character is told to “Crack an egg on your head; feel the yolk
drip down.” The speaker of this work is compared to Sigourney and complains about (*) “Bitches in my
crawlspace.” J-Zebra is featured on this song, which is described by Tom Jumbo-Grumbo as “a daring battlecry

from the self-appointed new Voice of Choice.” This song, in which the singer “hope[s] and pray[s] to god [their]
little fetus has a soul,” opens with “I’m a baby killer / Baby killing makes me horny.” For 10 points, name this
Sextina Aquafina single about abortion, from the episode “Brrap Brrap Pew Pew.”
ANSWER: Get Dat Fetus, Kill Dat Fetus [prompt on anything mentioning “Sextina Aquafina”]

11. In their first appearance, this character stands in line behind a man wearing a shirt saying, “My other
bike is a tree” and asks for a “Ronnie Milsap cassingle.” In another appearance, this character is accused of
being “a federal judge” or “a proud Southern matriarch” before speaking for the first time in two years by
repeatedly screaming (*) “BoJack!” outside a nunnery. This character demands 100 frito pies from another
character and desires to “find the meanest, hardest queen bitch of the yard, and ... bite her finger off,” after stealing
Diane’s engagement ring. This character kills multiple police officers in an art gallery and causes Helen Chavez to
have an anxiety attack while pretending to hold Todd hostage. For 10 points, name this renowned character actress
who BoJack often hires to commit crimes for him.
ANSWER: Beloved Character Actress Margo Martindale [accept either underlined portion]
12. The first sentence of this work describes “the lights of the city twinkling below us,” while in another
section of this work, a character cries at the dry cleaner’s. This work describes a character as “spraying [a
caterer] with bits of buttery crust.” A discarded draft of this work includes “five different theories about how
9/11 happened” and “a recipe for soup.” This work is initially published as (*) “Five Shocking Facts” on
Buzzfeed, and the completion of this work allows Pinky Penguin to reunite with his children. BoJack feels that he
“should mention that [this] book was not a comedy or a musical” when it wins the Golden Globe for Best Comedy
or Musical. This work, which began as a ghostwritten memoir, aims to “capture [BoJack Horseman], warts and all.”
For 10 points, name this biography of BoJack Horseman by Diane Nguyen.
ANSWER: One Trick Pony [prompt on anything mentioning a book about BoJack Horseman]
13. In “Planned Obsolescence,” a proposed rant about this substance is described as unique because “the
specifics are what keep it fresh each time.” Hollyhock compares this substance to Jared Leto after asking
“what on-the-go jetsetter is demanding more” of this substance upon buying something that is “like ninety
percent [this substance]” at an (*) airport. Mr. Peanutbutter makes a pun about this substance by saying “do I
enjoy eating it? Yes I do!” BoJack consumes this substance for the first time on-screen at Princess Carolyn’s
wedding reception, and to complain about this substance, he says, “You don’t get a plus-one cantaloupe!” For 10
points, name this favorite fruit of Ana Spanakopita, a green “garbage fruit.”
ANSWER: honeydew melon [prompt on “melon”]
14. One action by this character is said to mean that “no one else will be assassinated this year, 1963.” That
action committed by this character was the assassination of Medgar Evers. This character appears in front of
a background of flames before saying “One day this will all be a pleasant memory.” This character blames a
death on (*) “the Jews for peeving off Hitler so bad” and is angered by the outcome of getting another character’s
prefrontal cortex severed. This character’s son Crackerjack was killed in World War Two, and he hopes to form an
alliance with Creamerman's Creamy Cream-based Commodities by marrying his daughter to Corbin Creamerman.
For 10 points, name this character who owns the Sugarman Sugar Cube Company, the father of Beatrice Horseman,
and BoJack Horseman’s maternal grandfather.
ANSWER: Joseph Sugarman [prompt on relations like “Beatrice’s father” and “BoJack’s grandfather”]
15. Description acceptable. In this episode, a character repeats “Pearls are for ladies,” on a Sunday, “the one
day that are just for me and my craft.” To look like Albert Brooks, a character in this episode saves up for a
jacket only to find that it was already purchased. A joke about a guy with a “screwed-up” schedule who

“doesn’t even know what morning means any more” is considered in this episode. At the end of this episode,
it is revealed that (*) BoJack is the only non-lizard in the room. A series of puns about death in this episode ends
with “One is decently read, and the other is a huge bitch!” In this episode, BoJack complains of the “onus on me to
disagree with her” when asked “Are you having an awesome day?” by a cashier at Jack in the Box. For 10 points,
name or describe this episode in which BoJack mentions receiving desert without charge.
ANSWER: “Free Churro” [accept anything mentioning BoJack giving a eulogy for his mother; prompt on any
answer that includes any one of those three underlined words; prompt on anything mentioning churros or Jack in the
Box before mentioned; prompt on anything mentioning the opening scene in which BoJack is picked up by his
father, Butterscotch Horseman]
16. J. D. Salinger tells this character, “Give my regards to the Tzar,” after calling him Rasputin. This
character orders a dental plan called The Tooth, the Whole the Tooth, and nothing but the Tooth and “never
developed a signature.” This character passes off the opening “When a man loves a…” as a movie title
suggestion, but later (*) confesses that love through song. This character is the lead singer for Spectrum of
Enchantment and schedules three dates in one night, one of which is with Ralph Stilton. This character thought that
a comedy routine at the Apollo Theater was actually a “fascinating lecture.” For 10 points, name this character who
is hired to replace Stuart, the eventual husband of Princess Carolyn, a workaholic assistant with no emotions, but a
man bun.
ANSWER: Judah Mannowdog [accept either underlined portion]
17. A scene shown to explain this concept ends with Mr. Peanutbutter saying, “Why don’t I keep the knife?”
This concept is introduced at A Roast of Gloria Steinem. When asked to assess himself with respect to this
concept, BoJack Horseman responds, “I think I’m… above this.” Wayne employs this concept to try to
convince Diane to leave Mr. Peanutbutter for him, and gives examples of this dichotomy as (*) R2D2 and
C3PO, Nixon and Kennedy, and Al Gore and George W. Bush. For 10 points, name this dichotomy originating from
the differences between two twins on the show Mr. Peanutbutter’s House, in which Zooey Deschanel is not
categorized by the twin who shares her name.
ANSWER: Zoë or Zelda [both underlined portions required]
18. This character reveals that an actress lacks “four quadrant support” and later suggests a headline about
that actress’s new “boy toy.” This character greets “McGee” by asking about their “transgender Teddy
Roosevelt Planes, Trains, and Automobiles reboot” and concludes a phone call about Van Sant with, “because
they can’t!” This character begins to analyze “flicks that flex chicks” after being hired by (*) Girtletaub. This
character is accused of “talking like a muppet” upon introducing a brand of alcohol, Guten Bourbon, and goes on an
unsuccessful date with a rhinoceros. This character, who rejects an “albino rhino gyno,” is bothered by an Italian
waiter’s greeting of “Miss-a-Carrie Underwood!” For 10 points, name this character who tells Diane to “glorify
your source, but don’t make it feel forced, of course,” as one of her many alliterative sayings.
ANSWER: Princess Carolyn [prompt on partial answer]
19. Description Acceptable. In this episode, BoJack says that Sartre “helped tyrannical regimes justify overt
cruelty.” A painting in this episode shows a whaler boxing against a white whale and is near a poster
advertising Do the Right Thing 2: Do the Thing More Right. In this episode, a bus driver points to a sign to
indicate that he will not help another character (*) give birth and BoJack purchases a product seen in a dubbed
advertisement starring Mr. Peanutbutter. BoJack is repeatedly blocked from view by a “Ten Tonne Taffy Stamp” in a
factory in this episode. The message “Kelsey, in this terrifying world, all we have are the connections that we
make.” gets smudged away in, for 10 points, what largely wordless episode in which BoJack returns an infant
seahorse to its father?

ANSWER: “Fish Out of Water” [accept loose equivalents of “the water episode” or anything mentioning BoJack
going to the Pacific Ocean Film Festival]
20. One character with this name inadvertently destroys a parody of a David Hockney painting. Another
character with this name explains the expression “She could take a lickin’ and keep on tickin’” and is
reprimanded for forgetting the marital status of Mrs. Teach-Bot. That character with this name gives a
presentation that goes over the time limit of 6 beans. Another character with this name is the daughter of (*)
Strib and is from Eden, North Carolina. Todd Chavez is the last in a string of nannies for Sadie’s daughter, a
character with this name, requiring him to wear oven mitts at all times. That character with this name is originally
named Untitled Princess Carolyn Project. For 10 points, give this name of a baby hedgehog, Princess Carolyn’s
adopted daughter.
ANSWER: Ruthie [prompt on Untitled Princess Carolyn Project before mentioned]

